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The EE Opportunity: High Energy Burden 

in Low Income Households

• Low-income households account for about one-third of the population in the 
U.S.  (Source: Pew Research Center analysis of the 2014 American 
Community Survey)

• Low income households spend 3x more of their income on energy, with the 
greatest burden on:

– Renters

– Multifamily residents

– Non-white races

• Low income households own products similar to higher incomes - owning a 
TV, entertainment systems, and conveniences like clothes washers but are:

– Less likely to use an ENERGY STAR appliance – fridges, dishwashers, 
clothes washers & room AC

– Less likely to have central air conditioning but higher usage and 
ownership of a room AC unit

– Penetrating this market is consistent with achieving overall climate goals
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The EE Opportunity: Starting with Refrigerators, Light Bulbs & TVs

• LED Light Bulbs

– The need: Compared to average households, low-income households are 
less likely to have energy efficient bulbs. Utility low income program reps tell 
stories of visiting homes where bulbs are dead and not replaced.

– EE opportunity: LED bulb prices have significantly decreased. Long-lasting 
LED bulbs are available for under $5, aided by local utility promotions.

• Refrigerators

– The need: Low-income households are more likely to have older refrigerators.

– EE opportunity: Replacing an old refrigerator with a new one that has earned 
the ENERGY STAR could save you $260 over the next five years. A number 
of utilities offer rebates towards the purchase of new ENERGY STAR 
refrigerators, and in some cases for recycling the old one.

• TVs

– The need: Low-income consumers own almost as many televisions as middle-
class and wealthy Americans.

– EE opportunity: Encourage purchase of an ENERGY STAR model. 
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ENERGY STAR Best Value Finder

• Goal: Make energy saving products and tips more accessible to low income or budget-

constrained consumers

– Highlight least cost, efficient options 

– Provide online and local options for researching and purchasing products

– Provide buying tips and and information about rebates

– Offer simple ways to reduce energy consumption and save money

• Why ENERGY STAR “Best Value” Finder?

– Selected name based on market research

– Enhances the ENERGY STAR brand, reflects positively on retailers and 

manufacturers, and should resonate with the cost-conscious consumer who is 

doing their research to find a smart deal.
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ENERGY STAR has long been a trusted 

resource for identifying efficient 

products

• Evolution from simple qualified product 

lists to lists with limited energy 

consumption info to search tools with 

automation

• Currently use sophisticated IT system 

that accepts data from third party 

certifiers to populate consumer facing 

product finders

• Infrastructure includes APIs and 

extensive datasets of related product info
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Price and Location Details

• Designed to facilitate online research and in-store 

purchases consistent with what consumers have 

come to expect from online shopping tools
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Overview of Best Value Finder Tool
• Currently testing to allow partners to explore the functionality

• Obtain price data through real-time scraping of retail sites

• Look and feel of tool = a comprehensive bundle of resources accessible by web or mobile

– Leverage price and location infrastructure to list models by lowest price available. User can 

select the features that are most important to them using the available filters.

– Also offer mobile accessible site: low income are more likely to rely on their smartphones 

for internet access. 

– Provide rotating, adaptable content on energy saving opportunities

• Targeted tips on purchasing and using products efficiently

• Use consumer’s zip code to show available rebates

– Initial tool will include the rebates already provided to EPA by utilities

– In the future would like to include links to low-income utility and other assistance 
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Follow Today’s Demo on your Phone or Laptop

• You can access the password-protected website using the information 
here:

• https://esstaging.sradev.com/productfinder-beta/best-value-finder

• user: espartner

• password: es2016pw
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Best Value Landing Page

• Describes what the Best Value Finder offers

• Provides compelling facts for why users 

should visit the product pages

• Offers more ways to save – focused on areas 

where you can save the most money.

– Switching from paid TV to streaming

– Setting back/up your thermostat 

when away

– Adding insulation

– Federal tax credits for water heaters

– Installing low-flow showerheads

– Learning what bulb you need for your 

fixture
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Demo of Best Value Finder Tool

• Scenario 1: Single-mom is trying to make ends meet and is spending $1690 per year on energy bills 

when her refrigerator dies. She wants a moderate sized refrigerator that is about 16 cubic feet and 

would ideally like an ice maker. She has limited space in her kitchen and the maximum size 

refrigerator that will fit is 29” wide.

• On Best Value Finder she learns that 1 – She can save up to $50 per year on her refrigerator from 

decreased energy consumption; 2- DC SEU is offering rebates of $50-$75 for refrigerators; and 3-

There are options on our website for efficient models that are about $500.
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Mobile Access



Next Steps

• Looking for partner feedback – test out the site and share your thoughts

• Expect soft launch of tool in November 

• In 2017 we will be updating/enhancing the tool
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Contacts

• Melissa Fiffer

Fiffer.Melissa@epa.gov

• Kathleen Vokes

Vokes.Kathleen@epa.gov
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Background Slides
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ENERGY STAR Rebate Finder

• Energy Efficiency Program Sponsors 

provide information on incentives

• Recently improved the process for 

updating information, as well as the user 

interface
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ENERGY STAR Most Efficient

• Identify and advance cutting edge 

efficiency

• Recognized models showcased in a 

special part of the website offering 

tailored information

• Currently adding details on online prices 

and where to buy models to promote 

greater accessibility 

– Real-time scraping of retailers 

websites

– Focused on products sold at retail
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